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The question why galaxies colloide is settled with a new method from [1]. 
sets a Gleason measure as GF vectorial triple attached to two or three galaxies. A lot is experimentally 
verified from astronomy about a collision of Milky way MP and Andromeda AP. It is also mentioned 
that actually a third Trian
the author a deuteron states evolution from [2, 3] is used. This is also the model for a big bang evolution 
[1]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Since I describe the generation of nucleons for setting a 
common barycenter between the triangle of three quarks 
barycenters, set by a Higgs field through three rotating energy 
vectors I apply this method to the collision of AP with MP and 
then with TP. Beside a common barycenter for them in the 
universe also barycentrical coordinates must have evolved. All 
three have in their center a huge black hole which replace the 
quarks in a nucleon. The three black holes will merge to a 
common black hole. Since there are also quasars it 
that this black hole has as quasar a surrounding 
which emits electromagnetic radiation. Such energy can already 
be emitted before the expected collision. It is also suggested 
that [as known for hurricanes on earth] some energy con
particles are ejected. Larger material can be emitted large like 
stars, our sun for instance. My new method for this is not used 
in astronomy for such collisions. 
 

Methods 
 

Concerning the deuteron states model, there is a rotating blue 
momentum vector, for instance as tangent to a circle, which 
rotates in a time sequence orthogonal up
triangles sides and fixes the three barycenters. At the same 
cyclic event, generated by the scaled Schwarzschild matrix G of 
general relativity, barycentrical coordinates are generated as 
rotation axes (figure rotor from [2]) through a common 
barycenter B of AP,MP, TP in a transversal interacting, mass 
contributing Higgs field. For the matrix G a central projection is 
used whose computation is in homogene
coordinates as (…,(r-Rs),...,r,...)  and projective norming is with 
r. The oriented vector (length) distances are from B to a rotating 
system P (about B) |BP| = r and reversely |PB| = r
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ABSTRACT 

The question why galaxies colloide is settled with a new method from [1]. 
sets a Gleason measure as GF vectorial triple attached to two or three galaxies. A lot is experimentally 
verified from astronomy about a collision of Milky way MP and Andromeda AP. It is also mentioned 
that actually a third Triangulum galaxy TP will colloide with the two in a later future. As new model of 
the author a deuteron states evolution from [2, 3] is used. This is also the model for a big bang evolution 

generation of nucleons for setting a 
common barycenter between the triangle of three quarks 
barycenters, set by a Higgs field through three rotating energy 
vectors I apply this method to the collision of AP with MP and 

ter for them in the 
universe also barycentrical coordinates must have evolved. All 
three have in their center a huge black hole which replace the 
quarks in a nucleon. The three black holes will merge to a 
common black hole. Since there are also quasars it may happen 

le has as quasar a surrounding accretion disk 
which emits electromagnetic radiation. Such energy can already 
be emitted before the expected collision. It is also suggested 
that [as known for hurricanes on earth] some energy containing 
particles are ejected. Larger material can be emitted large like 
stars, our sun for instance. My new method for this is not used 

Concerning the deuteron states model, there is a rotating blue 
tor, for instance as tangent to a circle, which 

rotates in a time sequence orthogonal up-down about the 
triangles sides and fixes the three barycenters. At the same 
cyclic event, generated by the scaled Schwarzschild matrix G of 

trical coordinates are generated as 
rotation axes (figure rotor from [2]) through a common 
barycenter B of AP,MP, TP in a transversal interacting, mass 

a central projection is 
used whose computation is in homogeneous projective 

and projective norming is with 
r. The oriented vector (length) distances are from B to a rotating 
system P (about B) |BP| = r and reversely |PB| = r-Rs. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The color charge blue vector fixes in six steps the AP,
barycenters in the universes environment (figure 2). The 
rotating red, green vectors generated the barycentrical 
coordinates of the triangle at the same time. These are three 
Moebius transformations of the reflection triangles symmetry 
D3 while blue moves with a third αεD3 symmetry which is a 
counterclockwise (or clockwise) rotation. Observe that in this 
flat case, unlike the use of Pauli matrices for spin, 
3) are generated by applying in 
reflections.  
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Figure 1
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The question why galaxies colloide is settled with a new method from [1]. An interacting Higgs field 
sets a Gleason measure as GF vectorial triple attached to two or three galaxies. A lot is experimentally 
verified from astronomy about a collision of Milky way MP and Andromeda AP. It is also mentioned 

gulum galaxy TP will colloide with the two in a later future. As new model of 
the author a deuteron states evolution from [2, 3] is used. This is also the model for a big bang evolution 

charge blue vector fixes in six steps the AP, MP, TP 
barycenters in the universes environment (figure 2). The 
rotating red, green vectors generated the barycentrical 
coordinates of the triangle at the same time. These are three 

the reflection triangles symmetry 
D3 while blue moves with a third αεD3 symmetry which is a 
counterclockwise (or clockwise) rotation. Observe that in this 
flat case, unlike the use of Pauli matrices for spin, α,α² (of order 
3) are generated by applying in sequence two triangle 
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Figure 1 rotor 
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On the coupled red-green cones also larger energy systems can 
be emiited in the AP,MP, TP case, similar to hurricanes 
releasing part of water clouds at their boundary. 
 

The third space dimension orthogonal to the accretion disk of 
the three galaxies is like a membran oscillation where part of 
the triangles energy is generating an energy half cone, releasing 
energies for instance as radiation. Such cones are observed for 
neutron stars as pulsar (replacing a quasar). A video membran 
oscillation exists for this. 
 

Beside the G matrix of order 6 for a time crystal generation 
called nucleon (in [3]) there acts also special relativity SR on 
the black holes of AP,MP, TP. In [3] it is used as a rescaling of 
mass for the common mass in its barycenter B. Also in the 
galactic case this can happen: a Gleason operator is set as a 
measure through an orthogonal Gleason frame spin like GF 
triple which is called an rgb-graviton (figure 1). It has a zero 
support subspace in an octonian higher dimensional vector 
space for its probability energy distribution. The mass scaling 
of the GF vectors is with the weights of AP,MP,TP masses, but 
an SR rescales the sum as weight of GF through SR as in the 
Minkowski watch. An angle or radius change takes place. The 
angle can be for the cones diameter or an orthogonal projection. 
The radius change is shortening the needles length |BP| from 
the galaxy *P towards B. This is known for the Bohr radii of 
electrons in an atoms shell and is also applied to nucleons for 
the new deuteron states model as a Higgs field, GF, SR mass 
rescaling action. The rescaling is used for generating a common 
group speed of two or three galaxies with a common barycenter 
B when moving in the environments universe. The well known 
Hubble equation for an expanding universe does not apply to 
this case. The geometry is known for three dogs as triangle 
vertices chasing one another with a constant speed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In a discrete version for drawing a spiralic motion towards a 
central eye as B, the shortened distance shows up in the 
universe as a spiralic motion of the galaxies towards B before 
they colloide. The galaxy projection between two rays is 
orthogonal as in the Minkowski watch above. If two galaxies 
colloide first, the lever law can apply for computing a second 
barycenter B'.  The contraction in a universes time is hurricane 
like through the rotation of AP, MP, TP about B. 
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Figure 2 setting a common barycenter (blue vector) 
 

 

 
 

Figure 3 Minkowski watch 
 

 

 
 

Figure 4 spiralic contraction for the collision 
 


